The relation v defined on the lattice £?{J) of varieties of inverse semigroups by W υ Ψ* if and only if % Π & = T Π & and V & = ^V-f, where S? is the variety of groups, is a congruence. It is known that varieties belonging to the first three layers of &(*?) (those varieties belonging to the lattice Sfψί?) of varieties of strict inverse semigroups) possess trivial v-classes and that there exist non-trivial z/-classes in the next layer of Jΐf^).
Introduction. In
Kleiman demonstrated that the relation v defined on the lattice .^(J Γ ) of varieties of inverse semigroups by WvT if and only if % Γ\% = T Γ\% and W V & = T V5?, where & is the variety of groups, is a congruence. He further showed that the lattice J?(<9ϊf) of varieties of strict inverse semigroups is isomorphic to three copies of the lattice &(&) of varieties of groups and that each of the intervals [S*, & V &] and \3S, 3S V &\, where &> is the variety of semilattices and 3S is the variety generated by the five element combinatorial Brandt semigroup, is isomorphic to £? (&) (and so, as a result, 2f{5^f) is a modular lattice). Consequently, for any variety T in &(&f), the z/ class of V is trivial. &{&lf) is sometimes referred to colloquially as the first three layers of the lattice & (S) .
The "fourth" layer, [^ι, ^1 V &\, where 3 § x is the variety generated by the five element combinatorial Brandt semigroup with an identity adjointed, is not nearly as nice. While it is a modular lattice (the collection of congruences on an inverse semigroup which have the same trace forms a complete modular sublattice of the lattice of congruences on that semigroup), the z/-classes of its members are not all 21 22 DAVID COWAN trivial and, as a result, &{3B ι N&) is not modular, and hence is not modular (ReiUy [R2] provides an example which demonstrates this). In this note we show that the z/-class of 3B X Nsrf , for any abelian group variety sf , contains an infinite chain of varieties and so is far from being trivial. The technique used is interesting in that we are only required to know the structure of the ^-classes (as reflected by their Schϋtzenberger graphs) of a given collection of words with respect to 33 ι (and not the entire ^-free object on countably infinite X) in order to construct inverse semigroups which are then shown to generate distinct varieties. We remark that the variety 33 ι has proved to be rather enigmatic. Even though it is generated by a small (6-element) inverse semigroup and S?(β x ) is just a 4-element chain, its members are not easily characterized and, as Kleiman proved in [K2] , it is not defined by a finite set of identities.
Section 2 is devoted to preliminary material. In §3 we construct a collection of inverse semigroups each of which belongs to the variety 33 X but not 33. From these semigroups we construct in §4 a collection of inverse semigroups belonging to 38 X osrf n , n € ω, but not &l x \lsrf n .
In the final section we use the semigroups of §4 to construct an infinite chain of varieties in the interval [JWJ/^^0^1] which is the vclass of 33 ι V sf n (by a theorem due to Reilly [Rl] ). Using this result we can then show that a larger collection of ^-classes which are also intervals in &{*f) possess an infinite descending chain of varieties.
Preliminaries.
We assume that the reader is familiar with the basic notions of inverse semigroup theory for which Petrich [P] is a standard reference. For the basic results concerning varieties we refer the reader to [BS] . We will consistently use the following notation:
S-the variety of all inverse semigroups 9-the variety of groups [PR] ). Let S be an inverse semigroup. A transformation p on 5 is a r/^Λί translation of 5 if, for all x, y G 5, (xy)/> = x(yp). Likewise, a transformation A is a fe# translation if A(xy) = (Ax)}>, for all x, y G 5. If, in addition, the left translation A and the right translation p satisfy x(λy) = (xp)y, for all x, y G 5, then the two are linked and the pair (A, /?) is a bitranslation. The set of all bitranslations on S under the operation of componentwise composition is an inverse semigroup and is called the translational hull of S [P; V.1.4]. We denote this semigroup by Ω (S) .
For any s G S, the functions λ s and p s defined by λ s x = sx and xp s = xs, for all x G 5, are left and right translations, respectively. In fact, (λ s , Ps) is a bitranslation and so is a member of Ω (S) . The mapping π: s-+(A 5 , /?s) (5 6S)
is a monomorphism of 5 into Ω(5) and is called the canonical homomorphism of S into Ω (S) .
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If S is an ideal of the inverse semigroup V then V is an ideal extension of S (by the Rees quotient semigroup V/S).
Let V be an ideal extension of S. For each v G V, define /Γs = υs and s/?^ = sυ (s eS).
Then the mapping
is a homomorphism of V into Ω(5) which extends π. Moreover, τ(V : S) is the unique extension of π to a homomorphism of V into Ω(5) [P; 1.9.2]. We call τ(V : S) the canonical homomorphism of V into Ω (S) . Let S and T be inverse semigroups and suppose that T is an inverse subsemigroup of S{ΐ), the symmetric inverse semigroup on /. Let For any β eJ^il) and ^G 7 5 5 we define a mapping ^^ by
The (π^Aί) wraz//j product of S and T is the set 5 wr T = {(^, /?) G 7 5 x Γ: d^ = dβ} with multiplication given by If Γ is an inverse subsemigroup of *f{I), we will sometimes write (T, I) for Γ if we wish to emphasize the set / on which T acts. Our definition of wreath product follows that of Houghton [H] . In [H] the wreath product W(S, T) of inverse semigroups S and T is, in our notation, 5wr(Γ, T) where T is given the Wagner representation by partial right translations. Our notation follows PetricR [P; V.4] . It is not difficult to verify that if S and (Γ, /) are inverse semigroups then Swr(T, /) is also an inverse semigroup. In fact, if (ψ, β)eSvίr(T,I) then
where ψ~ι e ! S and β~ι e T are defined by d/r 1 =dψ~ι = {iβ: iedβ}, β' 1 is the inverse of β in T and Ϊ>-I = (/jff-V)-1 (/edjί-1 ).
Equivalently, we may define yf 1 by For any (ψ 9 β) belonging to Swr(Γ, /), we have written (ψ, β)~ι as (ψ~~ι, β~ι) even though the definition of ψ~ι depends upon β . This is not to suggest that if (ψ, /?') is another member of S wr (T, /), then the first coordinate of (^, β')" 1 is the same as the first coordinate of (ψ, β)~x. We use ψ~ι to avoid notational difficulties and simply note that when ψ~x is used, the member of (Γ, /) to which it is paired will be understood.
Let Vί and Ψ* be varieties of inverse semigroups. The Maΐcev product of 1ί and Ψ, denoted by ^ o ^, is the collection of those inverse semigroups S for which there exists a congruence /? on S with the property that ep e % for all e e E s and 5//? e 7T. In general, ^ o <V is not a variety. For example, if "V is any nontrivial group variety and W = S? then the five element combinatorial Brandt semigroup B^ is a member of (^ o 2^) but J?2 is not a member of y o "V. However, when ^ is a variety of groups, ^ o ^ is a variety (see [P; XII 8.3] or [B] ). Note that, if T and W are varieties such that T c ar then, for any variety ^, %oψ* c ^o^ and To% ς.
MaΓcev products play an important role in our efforts here, particularly in the context of the congruence v on ^{J").
If % is a group variety and ^ is a combinatorial variety, then g< o 2^ is the maximum variety in the v -class of ^ V2^, where ^ is the congruence on &{S) defined by ^ί V ^ if and only if ^ n ^ = ^ ΓΊ ^ and yr χ V ^ = T 2 V ^, for all 2^, ^ e &{J) (see, for e.g., [P; XII.2, XII.3]). By a result due to Reilly [Rl] , if ^ is a variety of groups and Ψ' is a combinatorial variety, then [^ V 2^, ^ o T\ is the i/-class of Ύ V ^. For further information on Mal'cev products we refer the reader to [P] or [Rl] .
Define the binary operator Wr on the lattice of varieties of inverse semigroups by (Swr(Γ, /): S <E ίί and T e If ^ is a group variety and *V is a variety of inverse semigroups then Wr(^, 2^) = %oT (see [C] ).
We find it convenient in our investigations to make use of the graphical representation of inverse semigroups introduced by Stephen [S] , which he calls the Schutzenberger representation of an inverse semigroup with presentation. Schutzenberger graphs are defined as follows:
Let P = (X R) be a fixed presentation of the inverse semigroup S with τ the corresponding congruence on FJ r (X), the free inverse semigroup on S. Let w e S and R w the ^-class of w in S. The Schutzenberger graph of R w with respect to P is the labelled digraph
The Schutzenberger representation of w (with respect to P) is the birooted labelled digraph (ww~ι, T(w), w), where ww~ι is the starί vertex and tt; is the eftd or terminal vertex. The Schutzenberger representation of the semigroup S is the family of birooted graphs {(ww~ι ? Γ(w) 9 w): w e S}. Schutzenberger graphs enjoy the following properties:
Let v e S, Γ(v) be its Schutzenberger graph with respect to P, v\,v 2 ,v 3 e R v and w e(Xu X)+ (see [S] ). 
We will only be considering Schutzenberger graphs of the ^-free inverse semigroup on (countably infinite) X with respect to the presentation P = (X; p{β 1 )).
For further properties and a detailed discussion of Schutzenberger graphs we refer the reader to Stephen [S] .
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3. The variety 3S X . In this section we construct inverse semigroups which belong to the variety 3S X which, in subsequent sections, will be used to construct inverse semigroups in Wr(^, 3 § x ), where ^ is a variety of abelian groups. These semigroups will be used to define an infinite collection of varieties in the interval
. Throughout the remainder of this note p will denote the fully invariant congruence on FS(X) corresponding to J 1 .
Before we proceed, we require some notation. For any word w e X U X~ι, denote by w A the word obtained from w by deleting all occurrences of variables not in A. [s\, ... , s n ] is true in S ι . Since the 5, were chosen arbitrarily, S ι satisfies the equation w = v . Therefore, 5 1 G^1. D We require some further notation for this section. Let w ê . We write w = v to mean w and v are identical words, 28 DAVID COWAN letter for letter, over a common alphabet (in this case X U X" 1 ). We say that the word v is a cyclic shift of w if w = U\U 2 and v = u 2 u\ for words U\, u 2 over the alphabet of w . For each n G ω, we denote by τ n the equation x\x 2 x^x^x^1 x^1 e E. Observe that if w is the word x\Xi x^xj" 1^^1 x~ι then any cyclic shift of w can be written y\y 2 -J^yf 1 }^1 J^1 (where the y, all belong to \X\ , .. . , X n , Xγ , . . . , X n }) .
The remainder of this section is devoted to a construction of a family of inverse semigroups {S(τ n ): n G ω} each of which belongs to the variety 3 §~x. For each n e ω, £(!") is obtained from the ^-free inverse semigroup by first identifying the ideal consisting of those elements whose ^-class does not lie above the ^-class Proof, (a) As we remarked in §2, 3 § λ is contained in j^m a x (because it has ^-unitary covers over the variety stf 2 of abelian groups of exponent two; see [PR] ). Since sf 2 satisfies the equation υ = υ 2 , max an( j h ence g §\ satisfies υ = υ 2 . Thus, vp is an idempotent.
(b) Since vp is an idempotent, if a -y\ or a = y n then (vap)^(vp).
On the other hand, suppose that {yap)£%{vp). Then while v {y} = yiy' 1 ί>{β)y 2 and so, by Lemma 3.2, ΐ αα" 1 β/v. Therefore, α = yι for some /. If 1 < i < n then {vaa-ι ) {y^y^n} = yiy/^yf^Γ 1^^/ yf 1 a n d v {y ι ,y ι ,y n } = ^l^/^^Γ^Γ 1^1 If ^ is any non-idempotent element of B 2 , then substituting b for y\ and )^ and substituting b~ι for j;/, yields that (vaa~l){ y^ , y y y 0(&)v{ yι , y y y As a consequence, yι must be either y\ or y n . D LEMMA 3.5. Let w = X\x 2 x Λ xf ! xJ* xΰ ι an^ suppose that u is a proper initial segment of w with w = uu 1 . Let a e X U X~ι. Then wup&wuap if and only if a is the initial letter of u 1 or a~ι is the terminal letter of u in the case that u is not the empty word, and in the case that u is the empty word, a is the initial letter of u' or a~ι is the terminal letter of v!.
Proof. If u is the empty word then the statement follows immediately from Lemma 3.4, so assume that u is not the empty word.
First suppose that wup&wuap.
Then wup = uu'upJΐ?u'up since u'u is a cyclic shift of w and any cyclic shift of w is an idempotent modulo p. Therefore, wup&wuap implies that u'uρ<9lu'uap (this follows from the more general result that t^f s implies that t3ί ta if and only if s3% sa). Since u'u is a cyclic shift of w , we have by Lemma 3.4 that a is either the initial letter of w' or α" 1 is the terminal letter of u.
For the converse, first note that if a is the initial letter of u f then ua is an initial segment of w and so, since wp is an idempotent, wup&wuap.
If a~ι is the terminal letter of u then letting u = u*a~ι we obtain that wua = wu*a~ιa = u*a~ιu f u*a~ιa. Since a~ιu'u* is a cyclic shift of w, a~lu'u*p is an idempotent by Lemma 3.4(a) and as a result, wua = wu*a~ιa = u*a~ιu'u*a~ιaρu*a~ιaa~ιu f u*pu*a~ιu'u* = uu'u* = wu*.
It is now immediate that wup&wu*ρ = wuap. D LEMMA 3.6. Let w = x\x 2 -x^xf 1^1 -x" 1 . For any word v over XuX~ι, wp&vp if and only if v pwu for some initial segment u of w.
Proof. Suppose that wp&vp, say wa\ -a^pv , where a\, ... , ajζ e X U X~ι. We prove by induction on k that wa\ a^p^wp implies that wa\" a^ρwu for some initial segment u of w. If k = 1 then wa\p&lwρ implies by Lemma 3.4 that a\ = X\ or x n . If a = xi then tfi is an initial segment of w already. If a\ = x n then wa\ pwwx n . Now
shift of w and so [•x" 1 .*! x n X\ l -* -x^-li]/ 7 is an idempotent. But
X\ ---X n Xγ --Xn_ι[Xn x \ ' ' ' XnX^ ' ' '
x n -\\ = wx \ ' ' ' XnX\ * * * x n -\ and so as a consequence, v p wxγ x n x^1 x~\ . Now suppose that k > 1.
wax-a^pdίwp implies that wp£%wa\'-ak__\p and so, by the induction hypothesis, wa\-<2fc_i pwu for some initial segment u of w = uu 1 . If u is the empty word, then w<Zi "a^pwa^^wp and this is the same as the case k = 1. Otherwise, by Lemma 3.5, wup^wua^p implies that aî s the initial letter of u! or a^1 is the terminal letter of u. If a is the initial letter of u! then υpwai'-a^pwua^ and ua^ is an initial segment of w . If a^1 is the terminal letter of u then setting u = bi'"b m we obtain that ^ /> wa\ -a k ρ wua k and Since wp is an idempotent, the converse is immediate. D Schϋtzenberger graphs provide a concise, visual representation of a ^-class. Because of this, in the following theorem we describe thê -classes of the words {x\X2 XnX^x^1 : n € co, n > 1} relative to the variety 3 § ι in this way. THEOREM 3.7. Let w = x^ * XnX\ x xϊ l ''' x n l
The following graph is isomorphic to the Schϋtzenberger graph of w relative to ι where v\ is both the start and end vertex. The Schϋtzenberger graph of w = x χ x 2 with respect to & x .
Proof. By Lemma 3.6 there are at most 2n vertices in the Schϋtzenberger graph Γ of w relative to J 1 as there are 2n initial segments of w not identical to w. It is a simple exercise to verify, using Lemma 3.1, that if u and u! are two proper initial segments of w (that is, neither u nor u 1 is identical to w) then wupwu 1 implies that u = u f . By Lemma 3.5, (wu\p, x, wu 2 p) is an edge of Γ if and only if x~ι is the terminal letter of U\ or x is the initial letter of u\, where u\u\=w.
If x is the initial letter of u\, then wu 2 and wu\x are /^-equivalent with both U\X and u 2 initial segments of w . Thus, Wi X = u 2 . If x" 1 is the terminal letter of Wi then writing U\ = WjX" 1 we have wu\x~ιx pwu 2 . Since wu\p&wu\ = wu\x~ιp,we have that wu\ pwu\x~ιx pwu 2 . Since both u\ and W2 are initial segments of w ,wu\ = wu 2 and so ^w 2 x" 1 = wu\. Finally, if u\ is the empty word and x~ι is the terminal letter of w then x~ι is the terminal letter of ww = ww*x~ι p w and ^tί;*^" 1^: pwui. But, ww*x~ιxpww* and both it;* and w 2 are initial segments of ^ , sô^2 = ww * ? whence wuιx~x = ww . It follows from these remarks that Γ is isomorphic to the graph described above via the map which sends wup to W| M |+i, for all proper initial segments u of w . D Now J(τ n ) is an ideal extension of J$ p which is isomorphic to B({1} 9 2ή). Let 5(τ w ) be the image of J{τ n ) under the canonical homomorphism into the translational hull Ω(/£ J of J ™ n p LEMMA 3.9. The semigroups S(τ n ) and S(τ n ) 1 belong to 3S X , for all n eω, n>2.
Proof. The semigroup S(τ n ) is a homomorphic image of the & ιfree inverse semigroup on X and so is an element of 38 X . The semigroup ^(τ^) 1 G^1 by Lemma 3.3. D
In the following section we will use the S(τ n ) to construct a family of inverse semigroups which belong to WΓ(J4 9& 1 ) but not to stf m V 1 , for ra G ω. Before we do so, we describe the S{τ n ). The inverse semigroup S(τ n ) is isomorphic to the Wagner representation of the ^-free inverse semigroup on X restricted to R w p .
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That is, if a w is the element of J r (F^ι(X)) corresponding to wp in the Wagner representation of F<3? ι (X), then in the restricted (to Rw n p) Wagner representation, a f w corresponds to wp, where dα^ = {up e da w : up3?w n p and {up)a w Mw n p} and for all up G da f w , (up)a' w = (up)a w .
An added advantage to using the Schϋtzenberger graph description in Theorem 3.7 is that we can read directly from the graph the image of any word of J(τ n ) under the canonical homomorphism into Ω(/^ p ) = ^y{Rw n p) The inverse semigroup S(τ n ) is generated by the image of the Xt under the canonical homomorphism and, for each / = 1, ... , n , the domain of the image of x z is the set of vertices v for which there is an edge labelled by xι starting at v and v is mapped to the terminal vertex of that edge. It is straightforward to verify that S(τ n ) is (isomorphic to) the inverse subsemigroup of y{Rw n p) generated by {α, : / = 1, ... , n} where for each /, dα, = {w n x λ ---Xi-χp, w n x x -x n x~x x~xp) and W n Xχ --Xi-ipai = W n Xχ . XiP , W n Xι "X n X~l -χ-λ p0Li = w n x x -x n x~x χr ι χ t pw n xχ -x n χ~ι x~} v 4. Inverse semigroups in Wr(j/ m , & ι ). The semigroups constructed in §3 can be used to construct semigroups in Wr(j^ , 3S X ) for m eω. Since S(τ n ) is isomorphic to the Wagner representation of F3S ι {X) restricted to R w p , it can be represented as an inverse subsemigroup of *f(R WnP ) for all n e ω. Thus, for any group G belonging to sf m , m e ω, Gwv (S(τ n ), R W J e Wr(j/ m , & λ ). The semigroups we construct in this section are inverse subsemigroups of semigroups of this form and so belong to Wr(j/ m 9 3S ι ).
For each n e ω, n > 2, let C n denote the cyclic group of order n . Define Γ m>w to be the inverse subsemigroup of Cwwr^τ,,), R Wn ) generated by A m^n . Observe that T mtn is an ideal extension of a Brandt semigroup over the group C m . It is not difficult to see that T m9 n is in fact the following: (S(τ n Proof. T mn is an inverse subsemigroup of C m wv(S(τ n ) 1 , R Wn ) and ^(τ^) 1 G^1 by Lemma 3.9. Thus, T m^n e Wr(j/ m , 3 § x ) by the definition of the Wr operator. As a consequence, T m 9 n e Wr(j^ , 3S 1 ) since Γ w 5 n is an inverse subsemigroup of T m n . On the other hand, Γ m , n is an ideal extension of a Brandt semigroup over C m and so contains a subgroup isomorphic to C m . Thus, T m^n $ & ι since & ι is a combinatorial variety. Since T m 9 n is an inverse subsemigroup of Tjn n we also have that T mn $ ^ι. This proves both (a) and (b).
Both T m n and T m 5 n contain subgroups isomorphic to C m and so &m Q (Tm, n ) and s/ m c (Γ W , Λ ) since j/ m is generated by C m . The natural homomorphism onto the second coordinate maps T m t n onto an inverse semigroup isomorphic to S(τ n ) G & ι , and maps T mn onto an inverse semigroup isomorphic to ^(τ^) 1 G 3 § x . Since both 5(τ Λ ) and ^(τ^) 1 contain copies of B\ , it follows that 38 X c (Γ^s ll ) and c^1 c {T m , n ).
Consequently, we have that srf m \l 38 X c (Γ W>Λ ) and j/ m V^1 c (Γ^ >π ). It is immediate from parts (a) and (b) that (T m ,n) c Wr(sf m ,X l ) and (Γ^π) c Wr(j/ m , a 1 ). This completes the proofs of (c) and (d) . Proof. Substitute (φi, α/) for x t , / = 1, ... , n . •
In the following lemma we use the term kernel to mean the minimum nonzero ideal of an inverse semigroup, if it exists. Proof. Towards a contradiction, suppose that T m t n does not satisfy τ^ for some k < n . Assume that k is the least such integer and let (Ψi, β\), . . , (Ψk, βk) € T m ,n be such that
is not an idempotent in T m , n . We first make a few observations. (i) \άβ\ = 1: If \άβ\ = 0 then we immediately have that (ψ, β) is an idempotent. If \άβ\ = 2 then the (^ , /?/) all belong to the samê -class, namely, the ^-class D of (ψ 9 β). [This is because T m , n is completely semisimple and so 21 -/. Thus, the ^-class of (ψ, β) is contained in the ^-class of (ψi, /?/) for all /. But if \άβ\ = 2, then the ^-classof (ψ, β) is a maximal ^-classin T m ,n and so (ψ, β) iŝ -related to (^z, j8/) for all /.] But D° is a Brandt semigroup and as such satisfies τ k . Since x\--XkXϊ ι --Xk l [{ψ\, β \ ) , -* -Λ Ψ k > βk)\ = (ψ, β) in Z)° and {ψ 9 β) φ 0, we conclude that, in this case, (ψ, β) is an idempotent. The only remaining possibility is that Id)?] = 1.
(ii) If dβ = {v} then vβ = v and vψ is not an idempotent. We know that β is an idempotent of (S(τ n ) 9 (φι, Vi) . If {v} = άβ then vγ 2 £ άβ' and υγ 2 β f = υγ 2 because vγ 2 γ { γ 2 = vγ 2 since vγ 2 γ x = vβ = v . Then vy 2 ψ' = (^7 2^i )(^y27i^2) = (^2^1X^2) = (^2)(^2?>i) since C m is abelian. But (vφ 2 )(vγ 2 φ\) -vψ which is not an idempotent and so, as a result, (ψ f , β 1 ) is not an idempotent. (iv) For some / e {1, ... , k}, (ψ i9 βi) = (φ n , a n ) or (φ n , a n )~ι. By (ii), if άβ = {i>} then vβ = v. Therefore, if (ψ, β) is not an idempotent then v ψ is not the identity of C m . The only elements of T m9n which can contribute non-identity elements Xo vψ are those (ψ, β) for which |d/?| = l,(φ n , otn) and (φ~ι, α" 1 ). Now
If (ψi, βi) is such that | dy?/| = 1, then in this factorization of vψ, ψι contributes υβi -βi-ιψi = g, say, and vβγ -β k β x x β~_\ ψ~λ = g~ι, since g~ι is the only element of rψ~ι. Thus, the contributions to this factorization of vψ by ψ\ cancel and so, if (ψ, β) is not an idempotent, one of the (ψi, βi) must be (φ n , a n ) or (φ n , α^)" 1 .
(v) None of the (ψi, βi) is an idempotent. This follows from the general observation that if e = e 2 and aebec is not an idempotent then aebec = aea~ι(abc)c~ιec and so abc cannot be an idempotent. Thus, (ψi, βi) an idempotent contradicts the minimality of k.
As a consequence of the aforementioned observations, the following assumptions concerning the (ψj 9 βi) can be made. First of all, by (iii) and (iv) we may assume that (ψ\, β\) = (φ n9 &n) Secondly, assume that the k-tuple {{ψ\, β\), ... , (ψ k , β k )) contains a maximal number of elements from the kernel of T m^n among the collection of k-tuples from T m^n whose first element is (φ n , a n ) and which witness that T m t n does not satisfy τ k .
There are two stages to the remainder of the proof. The first stage is showing that exactly one of the (ψi, βi) is a member of the kernel of T m^n . We do this in four parts.
(1) For any / e {1 ,..., &}, both (ψi, βi) and ( is equal to (ψ, β) 9 which is not an idempotent by assumption. Thus, T m 9 n does not satisfy the equation τ^_ 2 , contrary to our choice of k.
Note that under these conditions, k > 3, by observation (iv). In the case k = 3, the conclusion is that T m^n does not satisfy %\ which is absurd since all inverse semigroups satisfy the equation xx~ι e E.
(2) If (ψi, βi) is an element of the kernel then (i) We have assumed that (ψ\, β\) = (Φn> βn) and so i' Φ 1. Let d/?, _i = {vi, v 2 } (by (1) |d^/_i| = 2), and suppose that and ^2^/-i = W2 Now, j8/-_iJS, ^ 0 so one of Wi and be wxi'-Xjp, say Wi = wxi Xjp. Also, β~} x β^x φ 0 so one of t>i and ^2 must be wx\ -Xjpβi.
If vi = wx\---Xjpβi then (^/_i, j ff/_ 1) can be replaced by (ψ 9 β) where d^S = {v\} and I IJS = U\ and V\ψ = V\ψj-\. This new substitution witnesses that T m^n does not satisfy τ^. Following the argument in (1) above, we obtain that T m^n does not satisfy τ^_ 2 , contradicting the minimality of 4 Thus, V2 = wx\ -"Xjpβi. By observation (v), /?,_! is a p or α" 1 fdr some pe{l n}. If j8/_i = α p then V\βi-\ = wx\-Xjp implies that V\X p p = wxi'-Xjp and hence that either p = j and v\pwx\--Xj-\ or j = n, p = 1 and vi /?^(;Xl JCΛJCJ" 1 . Thus,
